This paper presents a new algorithm for evaluating the eigenvalues and their corresponding eigenvectors for large scale nonlinear eigensystems in structural dynamics. The algorithm is based on solving a sequence of algebraic eigenproblems and updating the parameter, >..
INTRODUCTION
Large scale eigenvalue problems are of great importance in many physical areas. These very large problems arise through the discretization of a differential operator to approximate some of its spectral properties. However, there are many additional sources for these problems. Saad gave a number of examples in 17 . One of the most important sources for these large problems is the vibration analyses of structures which is concerned with accurately predicting the free vibration modes and frequencies ( eigenvectors and eigenvalues) of the vibrating structure. The vibration analysis process involves two main parts :
• The finite element model of the physical system determines the number of equations of motion needed to exactly define the behavior of the vibrating system. The finite element models can be distinguished by the shape function utilized by the model.
• The numerical technique computs the vibration modes and frequencies of the system from the resulting eigenproblem. There are also many methods that depend on similarity transformations to solve the linear eigenvalue problems, but these methods are not useful for large problems
• 28 •
The eigenproblems associated with the exact displacement model 13 and the mixed formulation model 21 take the forms (1.1) The matrices K(.,\) and M(,\) are the system stiffness and mass matrices derived from the potential and the kinetic energy expressions, respectively. These matrices are symmetric and their entries are functions of .,\ Newton's method may be used to solve these problems, either by dealing with the problem as a system of nonlinear equations or by expanding the dynamic stiffness matrix via
Taylor series and then repeatedly solve the matrix pencil obtained from the first two terms of Taylor series expansion 15 • 32 . Some drawbacks of these procedures are that the derivative of the dynamic stiffness matrix may not exist or it may be hard to evaluate. Newton's techniques are locally q-quadra.tic in the neighborhood of the solution, but not globally convergent in general. Thus, they may need another method for computing a good initial guess and they must be safeguarded. An intensive research has been developed in this field there depend on determinant evaluation and the bisection method for updating the parameter ,\_ Of course the bisection technique is safe and easy to implement but it is relatively slow to converge. In 29 Williams and Kennedy give an improved zero-finding algorithm by combining parabolic interpolation with bisection method but it is slow for large problems.
This study presents and discusses a new iterative algorithm for evaluating a subset of the smallest eigenvalues ,\ and their corresponding eigenvectors x for the large scale, dependent, sparse and symmetric eigenproblems which is defined in formula (1.2). This formula can be writ ten as :
The features of this formulation are the matrix I< is factorized once for all the iterations and the transformation ½ gives large well separated eigenvalues. The generalized eigenvalues, p(,\) are monotone increasing at specific values of the parameter,\ on an interval containing the solution. This was observed in 2 : 3 and proved for special cases in 20 . This new procedure does not require any derivatives or determinant evaluation. It involves two main parts: solving linear eigenvalue problems by using a suitable eigen-solver and updating the approximated eigenvalue by using a zero-finding technique. This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we describe Lanczos and Implicit Restarted Lanczos (IRL) methods which are used to solve the symmetric linear eigenproblem that arise. We give a brief description of employing these methods to solve the nonlinear eigenvalue problem ( 1.3). Section 3 presents two zero-finders that are based on linear and rational interpolation. In section 4, we developed a safeguarded rational zero-finder which is a combination of the zero-finders that are based upon the interpolation. Section 5 is devoted to establish our algorithm that is based on the idea linearize, solve and then update. In section 6, we introduce the comparison with some competitive techniques and some numerical experiments. Concluding remarks are given in the last section.
LANCZOS ALGORITHM
The Lanczos algorithm may be viewed as a projection technique on a Krylov subspace. It begins with the specification of the starting vector v 1 E Rn, and a real symmetric matrix A E Rnxn. In k-steps, Lanczos process produces the decomposition of A into the form
AV=VT+fel
where
is the k-th co-ordinate basis vector. The approximated eigenvalues and eigenvectors are available through this factorization. If ( 0, y) is the eigenpair of T, then the pair ( 0, x) is an approximated eigenpair of A where, x = Vy and the error of the approximation is given by II Ax -Oxll = 11r11 letyl.
The vector f is called the residual vector, for f = 0 or eiy = 0 will imply that the columns of V form an orthonormal basis for an invariant subspace of A and that the eigenvalues of T are exact eigenvalues of A. The major practical difference between this process and the non-hermitian methods is that we only need to save three vectors, at least if we do not restore to any form of reorthogonalization. In addition, the largest and smallest eigenvalues will emerge well before the tridiagonalization is completed. Because of these features, Lanczos method is especially attractive for applications when a few of the largest or smallest eigenvalues are of interest. Unfortunately, the Lanczos process has some numerical difficulties resulting from the loss of orthogonality among the Lanczos vectors, the appearance of spurious eigenvalues in the spectrum of T, the error due to finite precision arithmetic, and the undetermined storage requirement. These drawbacks have been the subject of considerable research over the last two decades
For sake of completeness of this study, suppose Lanczos process is applied until k-steps then it can continue further p-steps by using
For more details about Lanczos process and the main steps of this function (2.1), we refer the reader to 8 .
The IRL Method
The computational difficulties which mentioned above stem from the fact that the residual llfll = 0, if and only if the columns of V span an invariant subspace of A. When V "nearly" spans such a subspace, llf II will be small. Typically, in this situation, a loss of significant digits will take place. These issues can be controlled by limiting the number of steps in the Lanczos process at a certain value k and then treating the residual vector as a function of the initial Lanczos vector. The starting vector is then updated through a polynomial filter scheme which is designed to force convergence of the residual to zero 22 
The Bulge Chase at step (3.e.l) is defined implicitly as usual so that T -,ii= QjRj.
There is no need for applying the implicit double shift since all the eigenvalues are real.
For details and alternative strategies for choosing shifts see
•

The nonlinear eigenproblem solution using IRL method
The IRL technique has been used with a considerable success to solve different large at specific value of A. This is typically, found very rapidly with the IRL iteration [12] . A solution to the nonlinear problem ( 1.3) is obtained when we have solved the scalar equation 
SOME ZERO-FINDING TECHNIQUES
The root-finding approachs that are used for updating the parameter >. in the symmetric nonlinear eigenvalue problems may be regarded as an outer iteration for finding the root of the equationµ(>.) = t· Once the value of>. is updated the next evaluation ofµ(>.) will use the first column of V to begin the new restarted La.nczos process. The la.test eigenvalue, >.
from the zero-finder with the largest generalized eigenvalue from the eigen-solver will be used to initiate the next zero-finding step.
The interpolation methods to be discussed in this section are very useful for determining 
Secant Method
Secant technique has convergence rate ½(l + yfs), but it may take several function evaluations to find a root. In addition, it may not match a highly nonlinear function well because it is based on the linear interpolation. The following is a description for constructing the first required two points. 
Rational Zero-finder
In problem 
fl,2 This strategy has some drawbacks that can lead to non-convergence. These problems are described as follows : 2. The scale dependent way in which /L 2 has been chosen is not efficient. We need a scale independent (i.e a way depends on the physical properties of the system).
3. The rational approximation p( >.) :::::; ~~!f has a pole " -¼" which is one of the advantages of rational function approximation. It gives better results when the approximated function has a pole. The pole of approximating the rational function may lead to a problem when the approximated function has no pole. In this situation, we want to reduce the functiou to a quadratic behavior.
THE SAFEGUARDED TECHNIQUE
A safeguarded interpolation method might include the following logic at each iteration.
Using enough known information to find a new point without safeguards, the next step would evaluate the functiou value at the new point, and discard one of the old points to form a new point. However, a safeguarded procedure ensures that the new point is a "reasonable" point before evaluating the function at tha.t point. The point is reasonable when it lies in the uncertainty interval (i.e it contains the solution) and it guarantees that the number of function evaluations required should not be significantly more than that required by the safeguard. Finally, safeguards are necessary to ensure that successive iterates are not "too close". It can happen that the new point is numerically indistinguishable from the previous best point, even when the new point is far from optimal. Even if the new point were accepted, no further progress would occur
•
The Best Choice of the Third Point
In order to overcome the difficulties exposed in the previous section, we simplify the development by transforming the axes to pass through the point ">.2", where >-2 E (>.1, A3).
The functionµ(>.)~~~!;' can be interpolated at the points (>. 1 The choice of µ 2 needs to be sea.le independent. We may interpolate linearly or use the bisection method (for one step only) between the two points (>. 1 ,µ 1 ) and (>. 3 ,µ 3 ) to evaluate >. 
Safeguarded Rational Zero-finding Technique
This procedure is the modification of the rational zero-finder. It has many advantages:
1. The following algorithm is a description for a complete iteration of this procedure. The required two points for the first iteration can be described as shown in subsection 3.1.
(1) Check Singularity :
return.
(2) Determine the third point : 
THE NEW APPROACH
The desired nonlinear eigenvalue problem (1.2) has a special structure and the goal of The starting value >. 1 may be chosen to be zero at the beginning or it is already computed from the previous iteration. The starting vector v 1 may be set to be (1, 1, · · ·, l)t or it can be generated by the rand function. The following algorithm introduces a complete iteration for evaluating thf' first smallf'st f'igf'nva.luf' of problem (1.2). 
go to (9) This process continues until the stopping criterion is satisfied and the first smallest eigenvalue, ).~ is computed. The second eigenvalue >.; can be computed by initializing the eigen-solver and the zero-finder using the previous information. The initial vector V1 for the IRL will be the first column of the matrix V from the last k-step factorization from the previous iteration. We solve the linear eigenvalue problem This strategy takes at least solution of two linear eigenvalue problems to compute the first nonlinear eigenvalue, >-i. It also takes at least solving one linear eigenvalue problem to find each one from the rest, >-,; ,,i = 2, 3, · · · , 10. In practice, the stopping criterion is very sensitive to the problem in hand, so a special care should be taken in its choice. The two common stopping conditions for the nonlinear equations may be stated as follows :
COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
Efficient and portable
where, Aj+I is the latest approximated value of .X, Aj is the previous one and f. = (macheps)½, where macheps is a very small positive quantity attainable on the computer 6 . The stopping criterion l.\j+I -Aj I ~ f. has the disadvantage of being machine dependent. The second inequality in (6.1) is scale independent when .X =J. 0. This inequality is a reasonable stopping criterion for the zero-finding techniques, but it will be stringent when Aj+I, Aj are very small 11 . We used the stopping criterion 
Comparison with Some Existing Techniques
The smallest ten eigenvalues and their corresponding eigenvectors of the test problems are obtained using the sa. • eigenvalue [23] . In addition, the linear interpolation is a special case of the rational approximation tha.t we used to approximate the generalized eigenvalue curves
µj(A).
On the other hand, the 11ew technique approximates these parameterized curves by rational functio11s aud it !tas tl1e a.bility to update the parameter A twice in each step. Figures 5 and 6 demonstrate the total time required to find the smallest ten eigenvalues as a function of the problem dimension. Figure 5 shows that for problems with dimension less than 100 degrees-of-freedom the Lanczos-Based technique with secant interpolation and the multiple determinant parabolic interpolation approach are competitive with the safeguarded Lanczos nonlinear eigenvalue method using rational interpolation. However, as the problem dimension increases, the safeguarded La.nczos method becomes more efficient as shown in figure 6.
Numerical Experiments
The test problems a.re a frame-type structures involving different unconstrained degreesof-freedom (sizes between 24 and 10 3 ) ming the mixed finite element model that contains a frequency independent stiffness matrix, K and a frequency dependent mass matrix M(.\).
The mixed model formulation has advantages over the computationally intensive exact finite element model. In the later model the mass and stiffness matrices are dependent on the parameter A. Any approach for solving it requires more computational operations for refactorization and redecomposition of the dynamic stiffness matrix at each step. In addition, the mixed finite element model dominates the conventional finite element model which involves discretization error 
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we have established a numerical algorithm for solving a class of nonlinear eigenproblems. The eigen-solver (IRL) has been reformulated to be well-suited to solve the linear eigenvalue subproblems that arise. For updating the parameter ,\, we have developed a zero-finding technique which is based on the rational interpolation. This type of interpolation can be used to approximate any function of any degree, even when this function has a pole. The third point in this technique has been chosen in a scale independent way. This would guarantee that the pole lies away from the right end of the uncertainty interval. The safeguard has been used to ensure that the successive points are not too close.
The new solution technique is used for approximating frequency-dependent, nonlinear eigensystems associated with exact free vibration analysis of frame structure. This technique is used in affiliation with the mixed finite element formulation presented in 9 . This formulation employs both the frequency-dependent and polynomial fields in generating the mass and stiffness ma.trices, respectively. Our algorithm is capable of producing accurate results for large scale problems. Furthermore, we have illustrated its effectiveness in this context through numerical experiments.
The new methodology of the solution developed here is designed to compute a certain set of parameterized nonlinear curves at given values of the parameter ",\" through the eigen-solver and update this parameter through the safeguarded zero-finder procedure.
The 
Appendix
Any value of the function p( >.) is a generalized eigenvalue of the symmetric positive definite matrix, A(.,\) at a specific value of the parameter .,\ and it is monotone increasing, figure 1.
Since,µ(. The following lemmas determine conditions on the third point, Jl 2 . These conditions guarantee that the pole lies outside the uncertainty interval. Introducing equations (4.1) and (4.2) in the inequality (7.3) and rearranging terms give
8182(p3 -pi) (81 + 82)8182 (1'-3 -111) 81 + 82
Eliminating the similar terms and using the assumption 1 < 0, we have (7.4) 112 > /l1 and 1 < 0
For proving the other direction of the lemma, suppose that condition (7.4) is satisfied.
Using (4.1) and (4.2) and rearranging terms give Eliminating the similar terns and using the assumption 1 > 0 give 
